
C lean i ng  Techno logy

DUNOS S

DUNOS R

DUNOS O
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equipped with an extremely effective self

cleaning function. Naturally, all cleaning results

can be reproduced and validated. The heads

made of of high-class materials, have an unique

surface quality and a nearly loss-free thoughput.

Therefore they provide high efficiency and help

you to maximise production safety and hygienic

safety during your food production or your 

process.

 FDA suitable

 GMP suitable

 EHEDG-conform

Besides proper raw materials, hygienic plants and

components are significantly decisive for guaran-

teed product quality. KIESELMANN cleaning sys-

tems give no chance to germs and contaminati-

ons in tanks and containers. Static, rotary and

orbital cleaners are available. They are adjusted

depending on the different types of contaminati-

on and different types of containers that have to

be cleaned. The design of the cleaning heads is

characterised by minimised components and

dead space. The performance of the cleaners is

perfectly adjusted to the cleaning requirements

due to customer specific reconciled jet geome-

tries and nozzle number and rotation speed

respectively. In addition, the cleaning heads are

Suitable tools for perfect hygiene
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Powerful cleaners 

according to your requirements

DUNOSS

Static inside cleaning nozzle with defined nozzle

borings. Punctiform jet pattern. The impact point

is cleaned mechanically, the residual surface is 

rinsed. 

DUNOSR

Inside cleaning nozzle with rotary head and water

hydraulic actuation. Laminar jet pattern. Optimal

mechanical cleaning of the whole inner surface.

DUNOSO

Inside cleaning machine with specific rotary nozz-

les and simultaneously defined rotation of the

head. Three dimensional spatial jet pattern.

Maximum mechanical cleaning quality also for 

critical fixtures like agitators etc..

Our service for your cleaning process



We do our best for your cleaning process 

Scope of application

 Storage tanks

 Transport tanks

 Fermentation tank

 Reactors

 Vats

 Silos

 Kettles

 Mixers

 Agitators

 Tuns

 Barrels

 Containers

 Canisters

 Basins

Sectors

 Food industry

 Pharmaceutical industry

 Cosmetic industry

 Colour and lacquer industry

 Chemical industry

 Fine chemical industry

 Petrochemical industry

 Paper industry

 Biochemical industry

 Biotechnological industry

 Transport industry

 Machine construction

 Plant construction



Selecting the suitable cleaning head

Selecting the correct cleaner, the perfect
nozzle arrangement for your cleaning pro-
cess and the suitable material  for the
spray nozzle and the cleaning medium is
decis ive for  the effect iveness of  the
cleaning process. We help you to make the
right decision.

 Analysis of the cleaning requirement.

 Planning of the cleaning process.

 Stipulation of the planned process.

 Specification of the cleaning positions in 
the container.

 Selection of the machine technology/spray 
nozzle.

 In co-operation with suppliers of cleaning 
media, a recommendation for CIP chemicals 
can be made which are then integrated in 
the documented process.

 On customer request, cleaning tests are 
carried out with our mobile plant.

 Evaluation and documentation of the results 
including recommendation for your cleaning 
requirement.

The KIESELMANN spray nozzles can be built into the 
tank in any position.



DUNOSS

Static nozzles

DUNOSS generates a consistent cleaning pattern

which moistens the surfaces that are to be

cleaned. For effective cleaning we offer applicati-

on optimised arrangements in addition to stan-

dard nozzle arrangements. 

 Hygienic external and internal design

 Optimised throughput 

 Spatial cleaning pattern 90°, 180°, 270°, 
330° (theoretically 360°)
Special patterns optional

 61 Nozzles standard
Custom-designed possible

 Arbitrary mounting position fixed
or mobile operation possible

 Maintenance free

 Nozzle design with reduced dead 
space volume

Jet pattern of the cleaning process

360°                  270°                 180°                  90°

Depending on the DUNOSS type, different jet
patterns are generated on the container 



T E C H N I C A L D A T A  D U N O S S

Throwing range

effective: 500 - 4500 mm diameter

depending on the equipment 

Flow at 6 bar:

DS 25 ca. 3,6 m³/h

DS 50 ca. 5,5 m³/h

DS 80 ca. 7,5 m³/h

Operating pressure: up to  50 bar

Operating temperature:
5- 150° C

Standard connection
Versions: Thread

Split-pint
Weld-on end
Custom-designed

Materials: 1.4404
1.4435 (optional)
PTFE
Special materials (optional)

Surfaces: Industry (version I)  
Ra < 1,6 µm

Pharma (version P)
Ra < 0,8 µm

Certificate: Material certification

Pressure-/Performance data DUNOSS

Spray Cleaning Flow rate
angle diameter 6 bar
[°] [m] [m³/h]

DUNOSS 25
90° 0,5 - 1,0 on request
180° 0,8 - 1,5 on request
270° 0,8 - 1,5 on request
330 ° 0,8 - 1,5 3,6

DUNOSS 50
90° 0,8 - 1,5 on request
180° 1,5 - 2,8 on request
270° 1,5 - 2,8 on request
330 ° 1,5 - 2,8 5,5

DUNOSS 80
90° 2,0 - 3,5 on request
180° 2,8 - 4,5 on request
270° 2,8 - 4,5 on request
330 ° 2,0 - 3,5 7,5

__ DUNOSS 25 330°   __ DUNOSS 50 330°   __ DUNOSS 80 330°

Flow rate [m³/h]

Pressure [bar]



DUNOSR

Rotary nozzles

Due to its actuation, DUNOSR generates a consis-

tent cleaning pattern which achieves comprehen-

sive mechanical cleaning. For effective cleaning,

the jet geometry of jet and fan beam respectively,

as well as the arrangement of the particular jets

are adjusted depending on the requirements, the

existing contamination and the container geome-

try.

 Hygienic external and internal design

 Throughput with reduced loss

 High performance with compact construction

 Cleaning pattern spatial 
90°, 180°, 270°, 360° 
Special patterns optional

 Water hydraulic motivation
for more intensive cleaning

Nozzles depending on type, drilled or 
slotted application-specific optimisation

 Arbitrary mounting position fixed 
or mobile operation possible

 Self-lubricating, low maintenance

 Nozzle design with reduced dead space 
volume

Jet pattern of the cleaning process

Depending on the DUNOSR type, a different
jet pattern is generated on the container 
surface.

DUNOSR in different
plastics for aggresive
media

DUNOSR with drilled
nozzles

Zyklus 1           Zyklus 2           Zyklus 3           Zyklus 4



T E C H N I C A L D A T A  D U N O S R

Throwing range

effective: 500 - 4500 mm diameter

depending on nozzle equipment 

Flow at 6 bar (360°):

DR 15 0,6 m³/h

DR 32 2,3 m³/h

DR 60 4,5 m³/h

DR 100 8,5 m³/h

Operating pressure: 1 - 10 bar
> 10 bar (optional)

Operating temperature:
5 - 95° C
140° C temporary

Standard connection
Versions: Thread

Split-pin
Weld-on end
Custom-designed

Materials: 1.4404
1.4435 (optional)
PTFE
Special materials  (optional)

Surfaces: Industry (version I)
Ra < 1,6 µm

Pharma (version P) (optional)
Ra < 0,8 µm
Ra < 0,4 µm

Certificate: ATEX
CE
Patents
Material certification

Pressure-/Performance data DUNOSR

Spray Cleaning- Flow rate
angle diameter 6 bar
[°] [m] [m³/h]

DUNOSR 15
90° 0,2 - 1,0 on request

180° 0,8 - 1,5 on request
270° 0,8 - 1,5 on request
360° 0,8 - 1,5 0,6

DUNOSR 32
90° 0,8 - 1,5 on request

180° 1,5 - 2,8 on request
270° 1,5 - 2,8 on request
360° 1,5 - 2,8 2,3

DUNOSR 60
90° 2,0 - 3,5 on request

180° 2,8 - 4,5 on request
270° 2,8 - 4,5 on request
360° 2,8 - 3,5 4,5

DUNOSR 100 IG
90° 2,0 - 3,5 on request

180° 2,8 - 4,5 on request
270° 2,8 - 4,5 on request
360° 2,0 - 3,5 8,5

__ DUNOSR 15 __ DUNOSR 32   __ DUNOSR 60   __ DUNOSR 100

Flow rate [m³/h]

Pressure [bar]



DUNOSO

3-dimensional cleaning

The DUNOSO generates an orbital (spatial)

cleaning pattern by rotation of the head and

simultaneous rotation of the nozzles. The contai-

ners are thus allover cleaned mechanically. In

order to get an effective cleaning, the jet geome-

try of jet and fan beam respectively, as well as the

arragement of the particular jets are adjusted

depending on the requirements, the existing con-

tamination and the container geometry.

 Hygienic external and internal design

 Throughput nearly 100%

 Cleaning pattern spatial 
close meshed 360°

 Water hydraulic motivation
for more intensive cleaning

 2 nozzles standard
4 nozzles optional

 Arbitrary mounting position fixed
or mobile operation possible

 Robust construction, high-class materials

 liquid passes through all moveable part 
during process, 
easy to maintain, only 20 components

 Design of nozzles cavity free

Double sided 
ball-bearing

Motivation and 
draining of residue



T E C H N I C A L D A T A  D U N O S O

Throwing range

effective: 1000 - 8000 mm radius

Depending on nozzles 

Throwing range:

DO 50 0,6 - 2,3 m³/h

DO 100 2,0 - 6,0 m³/h

DO 150 on request

Operating pressure: 1 - 50 bar
50 - 100 bar optional

Operating temperature:
5 - 95° C
140° C temporary

Standard connection
Versions: DIN ISO

Tri - Clamp (optional)
Aseptic flange (optional)
Custom-designed

Materials: 1.4401
1.4404
1.4435 (optional)
PTFE
Special materials (optional)
Isolast (optional)

Surfaces: Industry 
Pharma (optional)
electro polished Ra < 0,8 µm
manual polished Ra < 0,4 µm

Certificate: On request

Pressure-/Performance data DUNOSO 50
(Rotor with 2 nozzles)

Pressure-/Performance data DUNOSO 100
(Rotor mit 2 nozzles)

___ 2,0 mm nozzle ___ 2,5 mm nozzle ___ 3,0 mm nozzle 

___ 3,5 mm nozzle ___ 4,0 mm nozzle

Jet pattern of the cleaning process

Zyklus 1           Zyklus 2           Zyklus 3           Zyklus 4

Even after the first cycle the whole inner surface is
already cleaned allover. Every further cycle secures 
a close meshed cleaning pattern and so a more 
intensive cleaning.

Flow rate [m³/h]

Pressure [bar]

Flow rate [m³/h]

Pressure [bar]
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Quality and

responsibility

secure 

the result

After more than 72 years experience, 

KIESELMANN has achieved a leading position in

the production of processing components in

stainless steel for the food-, chemical- and phar-

maceutical industry. Our success is based mainly

on the high quality awareness of employees,

combined with a constantly growing perfor-

mance demand.

Due to continuous product development and

constant improvement of the organization, 

KIESELMANN is today prepared for the tasks of

the future.

At the parent plant in Knittlingen as well as in

numerous national and international representa-

tives, highly motivated and trained employees

are at your disposal.

We look forward to a successful cooperation

with your company.

KIESELMANN GmbH · Paul-Kieselmann-Str. 4 -10 · 75438 Knittlingen-Germany
Phone +49 (0)7043 371-0 · Fax +49 (0)7043 371-125
KIESELMANN Anlagenbau GmbH · Paul-Kieselmann-Str. 6 · 75438 Knittlingen-
Germany · Phone +49 (0)7043 371-0 · Fax +49 (0)7043 371-289
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Quality control
with program con-
trolled machines

Most modern
equipment for
construction and
production

Particular test
center for new
developments and
product control

Certified according 
to DIN EN ISO 9001


